National Lung Cancer Audit outlier policy for Wales 2018
The National Lung Cancer Audit (NLCA) publishes detailed information on the treatment of lung cancer
patients, including the outcome of that treatment.
Data for the NLCA is based on patient‐level information collected by the NHS, as part of the care and support
of cancer patients. The data for Wales are collated and quality assured by the Wales Cancer Network (WCN).
The data for England is collated, maintained and quality assured by the National Cancer Registration and
Analysis Service (NCRAS) at Public Health England; a separate but comparable process for Welsh hospitals has
been produced.
This policy outlines the steps to:


identify poor performance in the NLCA



provide standardised feedback to and communication with provider organisations

This is in accordance with the Healthcare Quality Improvement Partnership’s Detection and management of
outliers for National Clinical Audits1.

Data quality
In Wales data are submitted to the audit annually by the Wales Cancer Network (WCN) on behalf of Health
Boards using the data collected via the CANISC system as part of the management of patients. Data quality
reports are provided quarterly to MDTs and we encourage regular clinical validation of the data to minimise
any issues further downstream. Quality checks on the data are undertaken by the Wales Cancer Network and
any anomalies and missing data brought to the attention of the MDTs for them to correct. The final
validation of Welsh data is clinically signed off by the MDT lead prior to submission. Historically, the
completeness of the data for Wales has been excellent. Completeness for Performance Status and stage is
reported alongside other measures.

https://www.hqip.org.uk/wp‐content/uploads/2018/10/Provider‐operationalisation‐of‐national‐
outlier‐guidance‐for‐Wales‐Nov.pdf
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Identifying poor performance
Benchmarking in the NLCA is based on headline indicators which are important measures of the overall
quality of care. These indicators are reviewed and set annually by the NLCA team with the guidance of
additional clinical experts that make up the NLCA Clinical Reference Group2.
Data submitted to the NLCA are analysed by a team at the University of Nottingham with appropriate
statistical expertise and experience.
Raw proportions are used to benchmark against a median value or value based on clinical opinion within the
project team.
For some indicators, statistical analysis of these proportions are ’case‐mix adjusted’ for clinical features,
including age, sex, performance status, socio‐economic status and cancer stage. This allows the identification
of statistical outliers.
For the 2018 (2017 cohort) NLCA, outlier status will be determined for the following case‐mix adjusted
indicators which reflect a range of processes and outcomes and are considered robust:


Surgery in all non‐small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)



Chemotherapy in NSCLC patients (stage 3B/4 and PS 0‐1)



Chemotherapy in small cell lung cancer



1 year survival



Pathological confirmation rate in stage I/II and PS 0‐1 patients

For the lung cancer clinical outcome publication 2018 (2016 cohort), outlier status will be determined for the
following case‐mix adjusted indicators:


Unit‐level 30 day survival



Unit‐level 90 day survival



Unit‐level one year survival

Methodology for identifying outliers
The analysis uses a multivariate logistic regression model to determine the probability that a result is
significantly different from the national mean. The following variables are used in the model: age at
diagnosis, gender, pre‐treatment disease stage, performance status and socio‐economic status.
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http://www.rcplondon.ac.uk/projects/outputs/data-collection-and-indicators

Following analysis two levels of significance are determined – an “alert” level of 2 standard deviations from
the mean, and an “alarm” level of 3 standard deviations from the mean. These correspond to significance
levels of 95% and 99.8% respectively. We have refined the analysis to allow us to report a case‐mix adjusted
percentage, rather than an odds ratio, a number that is more meaningful both to clinicians and the public.
These results are graphically illustrated using funnel plots.

The process for analysing the data will be double‐checked and signed off by the senior analyst at the
University of Nottingham and senior NLCA clinical lead.

Process – Annual Report 2018 (see Appendix 4)
Date

Action

Responsibility

5 October 2018

MDTs to sign off validation and verification of patient
level data
Patient level data submitted for the audit

Lung cancer teams

UoN send patient level data to WCN and once
received WCN will prepare the data for dissemination
All participating organisations will be sent summary
data to their lung cancer clinical lead. This will include
raw proportions, casemix‐adjusted proportions, and
for the 5 measures listed above an indication of
outlier status. The summary will be accompanied by a
copy of this outlier policy.
Patient level data available for health boards in Wales
to request via the WCN.
Deadline for alarm and alert level outliers to provide
initial respond to NLCA (copied to the WCN).
Formal outlier letters sent to CEOs and MDs.
Organisations will be sign‐posted to the NLCA
improvement toolkit as a resource for service
improvement advice. Response and action plans
expected within 60 working days.

AK, WCN

19 November 2018
10 December 2018
10 December 2018

10 December 2018
4 January 2019
14 January 2019

14 January 2019 to

WCN

NLCA

WCN
Lung cancer teams
NLCA

NLCA annual report signed off.

NLCA

Launch of NLCA annual report with details of
alarm‐level outliers. An online spreadsheet will also be
published containing more detailed data as well as
identification of the alert, alarm and positive outliers.
A further appendix will be made available on‐line with
the responses and action plans of those with “alarm”
status.

NLCA/HQIP

April 2019
April 2019

June 2019

NLCA

Process – LCCOP
For the lung cancer clinical outcome publication 2018, the outlier policy will be managed by the Society for
Cardiothoracic Surgery. The policy is available on the following website:
https://scts.org/_userfiles/pages/file/Audit%20and%20Outcomes/SCTS_thoracic_outlier_advice_approved%
20exec%2009‐10‐15.pdf

For more information please contact the NLCA team at NLCA@rcplondon.ac.uk

Appendix 1: Initial Summary Data Letter to Trusts

Appendix 2: Draft letter to “Alarm” Hospital

Appendix 3: Draft letter to “Alert” Hospital

Appendix 4: Flowchart of Outlier Process

Appendix 5: Frequently Asked Questions
It is important to highlight to providers that they are an outlier but it will cause angst and pressure
especially when the CEO gets the letter. It is definitely a good idea to give the advance warning message
to the clinical lead first?
We understand that it will not be a letter clinical leads will want to receive, however if the audit is to
continue we have to be more effective in changing practice. The NLCA team will respond to any queries and
will need to make sure all appropriate steps have been taken before publication.

For surgery rates in NSCLC, will a provider only be considered an outlier if the rates are low in the ‘good
performance status’ group? Why is performance status (PS) mentioned in the indicator for chemotherapy
in advanced NSCLC patient group but not in the surgery rates?
Chemotherapy is only recommended by NICE for stage 3b/4 patients with good PS hence restricting the
patient group. For surgery we include all patients and the data are case‐mix adjusted.

If MDTs in Wales request patient level data on 22 November how long will it take to come to MDTs?
Colleagues at NCRAS will have the data available from 22 November and it will be sent securely, and as soon
as possible that week, to the clinical leads or a nominated member of their team.

If a provider is an alert or alarm level outlier, what level of detail do you require as an initial response if
they are not able to alter the data?
This will be up to the provider. An example might be that due to major issues with data submissions the
provider believes that the results are not valid. The NLCA team will then decide how best to use this
information.

As there are methodological differences in measuring deprivation levels in England and Wales, will this
hinder the comparisons?
In the NLCA analysis the Townsend Index method of measuring deprivation is used for both Wales and
England. In all the studies that we have published, the association of socio economic status is present in the
outcomes but it is not as influential as PS and stage.

